Technical Documentation Consulting Services

GET YOUR INFORMATION
INTO SHAPE.

Make your technology accessible to users
People need to be able to understand the technology that serves them.
This is especially true given growing product variety for increasingly diverse markets.
Users find it more and more difficult to deal with increasingly complex technology.
To ensure clarity of understanding together with safety and legal compliance, it is
necessary to produce high-quality information on an industrial scale – all within
a short space of time. This is where we come in by providing suitable solutions and
by building up and maintaining the skills of your information developers.
Achieving productivity requires a clear framework. You need to industrialize your
communications using workable methods.

We
know
how.

Our SERVICES
Analysing documents
	Standardizing and structuring

	Ensuring legally compliant, safe information
		 products for your markets

technical information

Training and embedding editorial skills

Implementing and refining

Optimizing the writing process in a system environment

the Funktionsdesign® method

Improving information processes

	Developing and maintaining style guides

	Checking manuals and instructions in usability tests

Create a standard
Based on analysis, we help your editorial department to make decisions that everyone will
subsequently uphold. These editorial decisions are embedded in a style guide featuring examples.
This enhances the level of standardization, thereby boosting efficiency and quality.
The key method we deploy here is Funktionsdesign®.

OUR PROCEDURE MODEL
Our procedure model shows the basic procedure of designing successful technical documentation by four levels.
In all fields we offer appropriate know-how with the current methods of best-practice.
For example to analyse information products we use problem typology and functional analysis complemented by computer
linguistic analysis and legal opinions.
Because only a careful analysis can provide a solid basis for your decision and safeguard your investment.

Whether for machine operating instructions, online software help, medication packaging inserts, training materials for heating engineers, or a process description for
an airport, the basic requirements in terms of information quality are the same.
That is why our methods are successful in any scenario that involves conveying
technical content, regardless of the industry.
Our solutions draw on linguistics, psychology, computer science, business and
economics, library and information science, educational theory and practice, as well
as law and engineering.
Being a consulting company, we are our customers’ partner.
Together we work on finding the best solutions fitting the specific requirements of
our customers. High quality and independency of consulting is self-evident to us.
Your business success is the success of the people within your organization.
Therefore we always put people first.

Methodical.
oBJectiVe.
ReliaBle.
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Funktionsdesign is the leading method
for developing and producing technical
information in a standardized way.
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